Planning Analyst / Statistician, Edge Hill University

Ormskirk, UK

You will have well-developed analytical skills, supported by an understanding of statistical techniques or relational database development. You will be able to take a logical structured approach to combining a wide range of data sets to provide detailed analysis and will quickly gain a thorough understanding of the Higher Education Sector.

Educated to degree level with excellent communication skills both orally and written, you will produce analytical reports for a wide range of audiences including senior management committees. You will be self-motivated and proactive with the ability to develop effective working relationships at all levels.

About the Role

The Strategic Planning & Policy Unit is a small, dynamic department whose work includes the collation and analysis of student, staffing and financial information from database and management information systems. The subsequent findings are used for corporate planning and reporting purposes.

Your reporting and presentation skills will be used to provide concise accurate data analysis as required by the University to understand the dynamics of the student cohort and to fulfil its reporting obligations. You will be required to work both independently and as a member of the unit balancing competing priorities to predetermined timelines.

About Us

When Edge Hill was awarded University of the Year title for 2014/15, Times Higher Education described it as “a great success story...an institution that improves and impresses year after year”. The award recognised our outstanding achievements in student satisfaction, staff engagement, graduate employment and innovation as well as our strengthening research profile, investment and growth. It also celebrated Edge Hill University’s distinct role in “transforming lives” – reflecting a distinctive philosophy of creating opportunity from excellence.

Based on an award-winning campus in West Lancashire, and voted Best University Workplace 2015, Edge Hill University offers a stimulating and empowering environment for ambitious and high performing professionals.

https://www.statsjobs.com/jobs/planning-analyst-statistician-edge-hill-university/